
 

  

MotivationRoadmapWorkBook 
Find your Moto-Mojo! 

Unleash your motivation by clarifying what it is that you really, really want in your life and work right 
now. You will be supported to write your own compelling and inspiring vision for the life that you 
love.  Motivation Road map will help you find your mojo and your motivation in your own words.  
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Your Motivational Roadmap 

 
Welcome to your Motivational Roadmap Workbook. 

I’ve learnt from all my clients that you find your motivation by thinking about and setting inspiring 
goals. 

There was a time in my life where I was lost in my own overwhelm.  I didn’t have traction and was 
not able to achieve the important things.  My life was full of problems.  An American trainer told me: 
“Mike you don’t have a big enough problem!”  I thought he was crazy.  How could that be so?  He 
went on: “You need a great big problem that you create for yourself - something that inspires you - 
something that’s going to stretch you - that will sort out all your little problems!”  I listened to him 
and tried it out - I set some really big goals and he was right - the more momentum I created in my 
big projects, the easier my little problems became to handle. 

Now, you probably have been chasing other people’s goals for you all your life.  Most people set 
goals to please their parents, their friends, their partners and their bosses.  Most people have never 
had someone leap out and ask them like the Spice Girl Song: “Tell me what you want, tell me what 
you really, really want!” 

Most of us have lived lives where the people around us are trying to tell us of different versions of 
what we should want or what they want us to want. 

This is plainly an uncomfortable and not usual question for you to be asked. 

However, that’s what you are going to address in this process driven work book. 

How do you get the most out of this workbook? 

It’s like every roller coaster in the world.  When you are slowly going up the first big slope, there is a 
sign as you go up.  It says: “Keep your hands inside the car and above all, stay in the car for the 
whole ride.” 

And that’s what you need to do with this process.  You start at the start and you finish at the finish.  
In fact, the best way to do this process is to lock yourself in your room until its done and someone 
leaves food outside your door. 

If you haven’t got this luxury, try and do each process completely before you put it down.  That way 
you can do it whenever you can fit it in - just complete a process and put it down.  Discovering your 
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motivation is a process of raising your awareness and its better doing these processes in their 
entirety so you get the full benefit. 

Before you start. 

Create privacy.  You need to be in an environment where you won’t be interrupted for the period of 
time you engage in this process. 

Here’s the link to your worksheet. You’ll be building your unique Motivational Road Map on this 
chart. 

Print out this eBook and write up your exercises.  There’s a learning process we all have called: 
“Kinaesthetic” learning.  It means “learning by being in action”.  It’s amazing how the physical act of 
writing things down engages your brain. 

Bring with you a glass of water or a hot drink…or both!  It helps you keep your brain working when 
you feed yourself fluids.  I don’t mean alcohol either - keep your head clear - pleeeze! 

Turn your cell phone ring off.  Don’t let the world intrude into your space of reflection.  Think of this 
as your very own mini - “retreat to think on the mountain!” What is the structure of this book anyhow? 
Step one: Tell me what you want, tell me what you really, really want. 

Step two: - Writing your Baseline that drives you forward. 

Step three - Writing your Vision that drags you forward! 

Step four - Reading your Inspiring and compelling Vision every morning and every night for 90 days. 

  

Okay - are you ready?  Let’s do this! 

Step One: “Tell me what you want, tell me what you really, really want!” 

You are going to find three areas that are worthy of you to focus on in the next thirty days. 

Why thirty days? 

Well, thirty days is a short enough period so you can have a full on sprint and not lose interest and 
it’s a long enough amount of time to achieve something significant. 

Well what’s that going to achieve for me? 

It’s going to focus your attention onto what’s really important to you.  And when you start doing that, 
you’ll start remembering who you are again and that will get you back into being motivated again. 
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Well okay - what’s next? 

So what you are going to do is decide what are the three most important areas for you to focus on. 

You are going to choose from five different areas of your life and whatever other areas you can 
come up with. 

How am I going to decide which is the most important? 

You are going to use a mathematical logic process to enable you to prioritise your areas with rigor. 

Hey - is this a long process? 

This will take some time.  But, it’s really worth it. Spend the time now to learn this process and you 
will have a powerful tool you can use for the rest of your life to help you find your clarity. 

The process goes like this: 

You have five items; let’s say flavours of ice cream. 

They are: 

1. Chocolate 
2. Vanilla 
3. Caramel 
4. Lime 
5. Coffee 

This process works by you taking the first flavour and comparing it with the flavours below them. 

The question is: Which flavour do you prefer?  Chocolate or Vanilla?  You then put a tick next to your 
favourite. Easy choice eh? 

Then you ask yourself: Which flavour do I prefer?  Chocolate or Caramel?  You then put a tick next to 
your favourite. Still with me? 

Then you ask yourself: Which flavour do I prefer?  Chocolate or Lime?  You then put a tick next to 
your favourite. Still pretty easy - only choose between two. 

Then you ask yourself: Which flavour do I prefer?  Chocolate or Coffee?  You then put a tick next to 
your favourite.  That one was a tough one for me! 

My list looks like this so far: 

1. Chocolate ////  
2. Vanilla 
3. Caramel 
4. Lime 
5. Coffee 

Then you take Vanilla (the next one down on our list) and compare it with Caramel. 
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The question is: Which flavour do you prefer?  Vanilla or Caramel?  You then put a tick next to your 
favourite. Your choice. 

Then you ask yourself: Which flavour do I prefer?  Vanilla or Lime?  You then put a tick next to your 
favourite. Easy isn’t it? 

Then you ask yourself: Which flavour do I prefer?  Vanilla or Coffee?  You then put a tick next to your 
favourite. And that’s Vanilla compared to everything on the list. 

My list looks like this so far: 

1. Chocolate ////  
2. Vanilla 
3. Caramel / 
4. Lime / 
5. Coffee / 

Then you take Caramel (the next one down on our list) and compare it with Lime. 

The question is: Which flavour do you prefer?   Caramel or Lime?  You then put a tick next to your 
favourite. 

Then you ask yourself: Which flavour do I prefer?  Caramel or Coffee?  You then put a tick next to 
your favourite. 

My list looks like this so far: 

1. Chocolate ////  
2. Vanilla 
3. Caramel // 
4. Lime / 
5. Coffee // 

Then you take Lime (the next one down on our list) and compare it with Coffee. 

The question is: Which flavour do you prefer?   Lime or Coffee?  You then put a tick next to your 
favourite. You then put a tick next to your favourite. 

My list now looks like this: 

1. Chocolate ////  (4) 
2. Vanila                (0) 
3. Caramel //       (2) 
4. Lime /               (1) 
5. Coffee ///         (3) 

See if you can guess what my favourite flavour is.  It’s Chocolate with four ticks! 

What do you think my next favourite flavour is?  Check out the next highest score - its 3 ticks, which 
means that Coffee is my next favourite flavour. 
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So what’s my next mouth-watering flavour favourite?  It’s Caramel with two ticks.  Get it? 

The number of ticks tells you the level of priority I put on my ice cream flavours. 

You can do this process with anything you want to figure out what is the order of priority. 

If you don’t understand this, re-read the process again because that’s how you are going to choose 
"what are the three most important areas in your life?" in the next exercise. 

Okay I understand this now - what’s next? 

Now you are going to choose from 5 - 7 areas of your life. 

Let’s say these are five important areas of your life: 

1. Your Work 
2. Your Family 
3. Creativity 
4. Health and fitness 
5. Finances 
6. And lets add another area of your life that you choose 
7. And if you have another, why not add that too? 

Now let’s compare only two areas at a time.  Your question will be: “Which area is more important?  
This one or this one?” 

You compare your Work with Your Family.  Which one is more important right now for you - your 
Work or your Family?  Place a tick next to the one that is more important for you at this time. 

Next you compare your Work with your Creativity. Which one is more important right now for you - 
you’re Work or your Creativity?  Place a tick next to the one that is more important for you at this 
time. 

Then you compare your Work with Your Health and Fitness.  Which one is more important right 
now for you - you’re Work or your Health and Fitness?  Place a tick next to the one that is more 
important for you at this time. 

And now you compare your Work with Your Finances.  Which one is more important right now for 
you - you’re Work or you’re Finances?  Place a tick next to the one that is more important for you at 
this time. 

Next up you compare your Work with Your choice of area in number six.  Which one is more 
important right now for you - your Work or your area of choice?  Place a tick next to the one that is 
more important for you at this time. 

And if you have another area to compare, you compare your Work with your number 7.  Which 
one is more important right now for you - your Work or your number 7?  Place a tick next to the one 
that is more important for you at this time. 
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Look at how your list is looking.  Already you are starting to see a picture of what is more important 
to you.  Keep your energy going for this process - you need to stay fresh and alert. 

Now you compare your Family with your Creativity.  Which one is more important right now for 
you - you’re Family or you’re Creativity?  Place a tick next to the one that is more important for you 
at this time. 

Next you compare your Family with your Health and Fitness.  Which one is more important right 
now for you - your Family or your Health and Fitness?  Place a tick next to the one that is more 
important for you at this time. 

And now you compare your Family with your Finances.  Which one is more important right now for 
you - your Family or your Finances?  Place a tick next to the one that is more important for you at 
this time. 

Next you compare your Family with your choice for number 6.  Which one is more important right 
now for you - your Family or your choice for number 6?  Place a tick next to the one that is more 
important for you at this time. 

Finally you compare your Family with your choice for number 7.  Which one is more important 
right now for you - your Family or your choice for number 7?  Place a tick next to the one that is 
more important for you at this time. 

Are you getting the feel for this? Keep going. 

Now you compare your Creativity with your Health and Fitness.  Which one is more important right 
now for you - your Creativity or your Health and Fitness?  Place a tick next to the one that is more 
important for you at this time. 

Next you compare your Creativity with your Finances.  Which one is more important right now for 
you - your Creativity or your Finances?  Place a tick next to the one that is more important for you at 
this time. 

And now you compare your Creativity with your choice for number 6.  Which one is more 
important right now for you - your Creativity or your choice for number 6?  

And finally, you compare your Creativity with your choice for number 7.  Which one is more 
important right now for you - your Creativity or your choice for number 7?  

Are you see how this works? 

Lets keep going and get this finished 

Now you compare your Health and Fitness with your Finances.  Which one is more important right 
now for you - your Health and Fitness or your Finances?  Place a tick next to the one that is more 
important for you at this time. 

Next you compare your Health and Fitness with your choice for number 6.  Which one is more 
important right now for you - your Health and Fitness or your choice for number 6?  Place a tick next 
to the one that is more important for you at this time. 
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And now you compare your Health and Fitness with your choice for number 7.  Which one is more 
important right now for you - your Health and Fitness or your choice for number 7? 

Nearly there! 

Now you compare your Finances with your choice for number 6.  Which one is more important 
right now for you - your Finances or your choice for number 6?  Place a tick next to the one that is 
more important for you at this time. 

Next you compare your Finances with your choice for number 7.  Which one is more important 
right now for you - your Health and Fitness or your choice for number 7?  Place a tick next to the one 
that is more important for you at this time. 

Last choice to make! 

And now you compare your choice for number 6 with your choice for number 7.  Which one is 
more important right now for you - your choice for number 6 or your choice for number 7? 

Well congratulations!   Well done! 
If you have followed these detailed instructions you would have your list of 5 to seven items with 
different numbers of ticks next to them.  Your job now is count up the ticks and put a number on the 
right hand side of them. 

If you haven’t followed the instructions and you are without any ticks next to your items on your list, 
looks like you need to start the exercise all over again. At least you’ll see how motivated you are to 
find out what your motivation is! 

So what’s next? 

Glad you asked.  Just like my list from the ice cream flavour list: 

1. Chocolate ////  (4) 
2. Vanilla                (0) 
3. Caramel //       (2) 
4. Lime /               (1) 
5. Coffee ///         (3) 

You can see how the highest number of ticks means that that is your highest priority.  It should be 
easy for you to see what your three highest priorities are. 

Sometimes you can have a tied item.  When this happens, simply compare each item against the 
other.  Whichever one is the more important to you is the one with the higher priority. 

Understand? 

So with any luck, right now you should be looking at the three highest areas of priority, in order of 
importance to you at this time of your life.  Well done if this is so. Now write them in your 
Worksheet column: Your 3 Life Areas.  You’ll find out more from our eBook: The Motivation Clinic. 
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Now its time to set some goals - one for each of your three most important areas. 

Before you set your three inspiring goals, I have three gifts for you. 

The first gift is, once again, the Spice Girls singing the song: “Tell me what you want, tell me what 
you really want?” 

You see, this is your big chance.  Someone asking you this question doesn’t happen very often in a 
lifetime.  As you know, most people will tell you what you should want or what they want - they’ll 
never ask you what you want. 

So what do you want?  You have full permission to explore this as honestly as you can.  Go for it in 
this process.  Okay? 

Your next gift is the acronym SMART - it stands for  

S - your goal has to be Specific -  

M - Your goal has to be Measurable. 

A - your goal needs to be based in Action. 

R - your goal needs to be Realistic. 

T - your goal needs to be locked in Time with a deadline 

But wait!…when I was growing up, I loved a lolly called Smarties, so I like to add a couple more 
letters… 

I - your goal needs to be Inspirational - otherwise, why bother? 

E - your goal needs to Extend you - to the edge of your comfort zone. 

&  S - your goal needs to deeply fulfil and Satisfy you  

….and one more gift which is: 

A magic wand - here it is - take it! 

Say “thank you.” 

This is a very special wand because it can take you into the future - aha! Haven’t you always wanted 
one of these? 

Oops - I nearly forgot - silly me: here’s the battery charger - take it! 

Say “Thank you.” 
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This magic wand has the power to take you 90 days into the future and to allow you to experience 
the feelings of having achieved your inspiring goals.  You can see, feel, touch, hear, smell and taste 
what you are doing and who you are doing it with.  You get to preview with your wand, the 
pleasurable end results of you achieving your goal.  How cool is that eh?  You probably won’t want 
to come back - but don’t worry, you’ll just be taking a visit. 

So you are now armed with your three gifts - what comes next? 

Its time to set your three inspiring goals. 

Take a deep breath…let it go.  

Let’s look at your number one on your three areas for setting your goals in. 

So, you can think up something that you really, really want in this area, you have a structure in which 
to place this goal (remember the SMARTIE?) and when you have completed setting the goal, you are 
going to wave your new magic wand and transport yourself to three months ahead where you are 
celebrating having achieved your goal. 

Can you be more specific? 

Okay, so lets say you have chosen “Work” as your highest priority area of your life right now. 

You have three months to something - what would be something that you would really really want 
at work? 

It might be a result you want to achieve, it might be a promotion of some sort, you might even want 
a new job. 

You might want to learn something, get a better attitude, make your job less stressful.  You might 
want to open up a new area of work for you, you might want to have more satisfying work - you 
might even want your work to contribute to something you believe in. 

What is it that you really, really want? 

Do you want more responsibility or less?  More time at work or less?  More recognition or more 
reward? 

Figure it out - what would absolutely delight you at work? 

What is annoying you at work? 

What would be really meaningful for you at work? 

What would make a great big difference to you at work? 

Think about it. 

Then think about what would be possible to achieve in the next 90 days, that’s three months of your 
precious time 

Start writing some dot points - it could look like this 
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• More fun 
• More money 
• More meaning 

Now apply the SMART structure to this. 

Specifically these points need some more detail - exactly what kind of fun are you looking for?  What 
kind of meaning? 

Put some Measures in there: how much fun are you currently having? How much do you want to 
have?  How much money are you earning?  How much do you want to earn? 

Your goals will all linked to Actions down the track. 

Check to see if your points are Realistic - can you achieve that in 3 months - don’t play safe here - 
imagine that you are going to really stretch out to achieve these things. 

And you know that you are going to achieve these within the Time frame of 3 months. 

Is that making your job clearer?   

Is that helping you set your goal, developing a checklist of items? 

Lets try another tack. 

Think about what’s missing for you at work - what quality, what outcome, what situation would 
make you a happier, more satisfied person.  Write it down. 

It might be working with a particular person or team.   

It might be an achievement of some sort. 

It might even be you creating something new, something that currently doesn’t exist. 

It might even look something like this: 

• Work with special project team 
• Employee of the month award 
• New widget process in place 

If you still don’t get it, have a read of our ebook: The Motivational Clinic - you’ll find more about 
this in depth. 

Okay - I get it!  What do I do next? 

Now, when you have a list of 3-7 criteria or points that you want to achieve, it’s time to pull out your 
magic wand.  (Sound of Harry Potter music) 

Every goal needs a Celebration 

It’s one of the secrets of how great goal achievers keep themselves motivated. 
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They create a celebration to mark the achievement of their goals… 

…they write it down and make it really attractive… 

…and they think about it every day - amping up their positive emotions … 

…and amping up their desire. 

So think about how you’d like to celebrate achieving your goal. 

You might want to go out for dinner with someone special, 

You might want to be with a gathering of friends, 

You might want to take a break somewhere special, 

Whatever way you celebrate your wins, write it down. 

And if you are one of the majority of people, and you don’t celebrate your wins, 

Step out and imagine what would be a really great and meaningful way for you to mark your 
achievement. 

It doesn’t have to be big or cost money - it’s simply the act of celebration. 

Now you have figured out how you are going to celebrate; 

You get your magic wand and you take yourself three months into the future; 

You see yourself celebrating. 

You know you have successfully achieved your outcomes. 

Ask yourself: “How do you feel?”  Write your answer down 

Look around, what can you see?  What can you hear? 

Touch? 

Smell? Taste? 

Immerse yourself in the experience of what it would be like to have achieved your goals. 

Now come up with an inspiring name for your goal.  You might want to look at what you wrote down 
for how you felt when you saw yourself achieving your goal. 

Make your name meaningful and compelling - make it so whenever you read it, you get excited and 
inspired about what you really, really want to achieve. 

Do this process for each of your goal areas 

Now what? I’m getting tired. 
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Good, you have done well if you have these three goal areas written out and with an inspiring name 
- pat yourself on the back - 99% of the world’s population never write down a goal - you are in an 
elite club now! 

Let’s do the Inspirational check to each of the goals: 

We are going to measure how inspired you are by your three goals. 

You are going to use the inspironometer - it’s an inspirational scale of 1-10, 

Where one is: (yawn) “oh yeah, I’m inspired by that…I wonder what’s on TV….” 

And ten is “OH WOW!!” Bells and whistles blowing, you feel like you are in the Rio Mardi Gras 
parade 

If your inspirational rating is under 7, then go back and think about what is missing.  What is missing 
in that if you were to add it to your goal you would be more inspired?  What would make your goal 
inspiring? 

Make your goals more inspiring - get your blood pumping, ignite your passion! 

Okay, so I’ve got three inspiring goals.  What do I do now? 

Firstly write them in your Goals column on your worksheet. 

Now you are going to move to the next stage of your journey. 

You are going to unleash your dynamic motivation by creating a baseline and an inspiring vision. 

Generating Dynamic Tension, by writing your Baseline and Vision. 

 

STEP Two: Writing your Baseline that drives you forward. 

Many years ago a man called Robert Fritz wrote a book called “The Path of Least Resistance” 

In this book he said; “If you can vividly imagine what your current situation is and at the same time, 
vividly imagine a compelling vision of your desired situation, then you create a dynamic tension 
between the two states and this tension draws you toward your desired situation.” 

This statement has inspired legions of NLP practitioners and has been described as manifestation 
theory in movies such as “The Secret” If you haven’t seen this movie then do what you can to see it.  
It’s a general overview of how to make things happen in your life. 

So, before you get started writing, lets talk about your baseline: 
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It’s a description of where you are currently at - it describes your assets and liabilities, your levels of 
enthusiasm, vitality and motivation.  It describes what resources are available and accessible by you.   

Some NLP practitioners like to create a painful, almost negative description of your baseline.  They 
cheerfully say: Have your baseline be something you just can’t wait to get away from.  For them, 
making it unattractive, gives you a big push toward achieving your goals. 

This is what I call a motivation - you are trying to escape a situation by making it untenable.  “Up 
with this I will not put!” is a declaration that you are going to do something about it. 

Your baseline needs to be a couple of paragraphs.  Write in it how you feel - emotional words will 
feed your motivation. 

Okay, I’ve done my Baselines - now what? 

Aren’t you motivated!  Well done! Now write it in your worksheet. 

So now it’s time to write your inspiring and compelling vision. 

 

Step three: Writing your Vision that drags you forward! 

Now this is something most people never do. 

Projecting your mind into the future is not the thing that most people ever get around to doing. 

That’s why you have your magic wand. 

It allows you to go into the future and bring back words that describe your pleasurable end results 

So wave your wand - go to your celebration, have your pen and paper ready to capture anything 
new - ask yourself what you see, hear, feel, touch, smell and taste.  Make it real, make it vivid! 

Ideally, you will end up with a bunch of ideas on a page. 

Your job is to turn that into a vision. 

Not just any vision - a vision that makes you salivate every time you read it - a vision that gives you 
goosies up your spine whenever you are around it - An Inspiring and Compelling vision! 

First piece of guidance:  Write it in present tense. 

What’s present tense? 

When you write something in present tense, you are writing it as if it’s already happening - that you 
are experiencing what you have achieved and all the pleasurable feelings that go along with it as 
well as the celebration you are designing in advance. 
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For example, if you had a goal of getting your dream job in the next 90 days, your vision could start 
something like this: 

“I’m in my favourite club and all my best friends are all around me celebrating me getting my new 
job.” 

Get it?  You are in the driver’s seat - you are talking about a future event, but you are writing it like 
its happening right now. 

Now lets try and get some of those six senses of yours involved in the vision: 

“The music is pumping and I see my friends all looking amazing - the sparkles of the champagne 
taste unbelievable and I’ve got my special cologne on for the occasion…”  Get it?  Sound, Sight, Taste, 
Smell…hey - what about emotion: 

“…and I’m feeling so, so good about myself - I’ve never felt so confident and strong before!” 

Ah yes! The emotion - especially positive emotion is really important.  The more positive emotion 
you can include in your vision - the more motivated you will be. 

You see, emotions motivate us.  Celebrations motivate us!  A bright future to work towards 
motivates us. 

…and most of us live lives empty of these elements - our only source is the media pushing our 
emotional buttons and playing with our strings.  This is about taking charge of your emotions and 
milking your own. 

So, in conclusion, when you write your inspiring and compelling vision, make sure you: 

• Write it in present tense - as if its happening to you right now. 
• Involve all your senses - create a highly charged and positive six senses of celebration! 
• Hype up the emotion - make it positive and strong. 
• Make yourself realise just how much you really, really want to achieve your pleasurable end 

result. 

And, after you read both your baseline and vision and reflect upon them for a half hour with yourself, 
read that vision every morning and every night.  You’ll find it’s like rocket fuel for your motivation. 

Now write your visions into your worksheet. 

This finally, is your Motivational Road Map! 

 

You did it! 

You have created your very own dynamic tension that will draw you closer to your goals. 
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You have it!  Your vision is there to read and draw clarity and inspiration from every day. 

Now use it - every morning and every night. 

Stay awake to and keep your vision alive. 

Brainwash yourself. 

Influence yourself. 

Advertise to yourself. 

Amp up your life yourself. 

Feel yourself drawn toward your goal, every day and every night and all the time in between. 

Take charge of your motivation. 

How to draw strength and encouragement from us. 

 

Talk to us - email us on themotivationclinic@gmail.com 

Talk with us - subscribe to our blog and newsletter and join the conversation. 

Participate with our seminars, workshops and webinars. www.themotivtionclinic.wordpress.com 

Share your wins and your stories with us. 

Download and read our amazing eBook: The Motivation Clinic - you’ll find even more tools in there! 

Make a stand for your life and tell us all about it. 

We are here for you and the best time to come to our website is when the going gets tough and you 
are having challenges in staying focused.  These are the character building times and the best time to 
be around a community like ours. 

We look forward to participating with you - keep us posted with your projects and your dreams - we 
are here to support you. 
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Your Motivational Road Map Worksheet. 
Here it is, your blank canvas where you get to create your own motivational road map. 

This is your chance to lay out what you uniquely want to do - what you really, really want for yourself in the next three months.  You are 
setting a great big learning experience about who you are, what you stand for and where you are going.  Take this seriously.  Have fun with it 
too.  Remember when you get to write your baselines and visions that you are using emotion to stir you up and drive you in the direction you 
choose.  You are becoming your own motivational coach here.  Good luck, go for gold and go hard! 

Your 3 Life Areas  Your Three Inspiring Goals Your Baseline Your Inspiring Vision How you feel  
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Step Four:  Reading your Inspiring and compelling Vision every morning and every night for 90 days. 

After you write this amazing document, the work of reading your vision every day and every night for the next 90 days begins.  Stick to this discipline and 
you will be amazed at what you learn as well as what you achieve. 

 

The Motivation Clinic - helping you find your motivation 


